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t = p*( )2 = p2  x2 +  x2( )





























































20 x1.5 m polished Al tubes (∅=1.5cm)
 5.6< |η|<5.9





Main parameters per module 
η coverage ±[5.6, 5.9] 
N. Tubes 20
Material Mechanic. polished Al 
Gas C4F10 
Pressure 1.1-1.5 bar 
Cherenkov angle 3° 
<N.  reflections> 3
Ch. threshold e-: 10 MeV π: 2.8 GeV 
Signal duration Few ns 
Read-out 16 PMTs (*) + 4 fibres (§) 
























































Instantaneous Luminosity for Run 142193: Comparison of 3 Methods
‣See Jacob’s talk 
for details
































































































































































































N i = L  inel  L =
M
N i i inel
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Trigger scheme (LVL1 + HLT):
LVL1: high Pt in central region + signals at both 220 stations 
Quoted latency for LVL1 trigger: 1921 ns (with some uncertainties)   At  the 
limit






• Two new-physics production processes : 
CEP and γγ
• CEP leads to quantum number selection 
rules / high precision mass measurement
irrespective of decay channel / bb channel 
open in wide range of MSSM scenarios
• In MSSM, very important that pseudo-scalar production heavily 
suppressed, important
in scenarios where scalar and pseudo-scalar masses are close
• γγ production very large, theoretically well known cross sections for SM 
and BSM processes: SUSY production, anomalous gauge couplings
• Wide “bread and butter” physics program in QCD and photoproduction
• Useful service tasks including high precision calibration of jet energy scale
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Initial physics case

































Beam pipe 20 x1.5 m polished Al tubes (∅=1.5cm)














   More η coverage
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H
Forward Physics topics
 Elastic scattering
 Single diﬀraction (soft and hard)
 Diﬀractive W/Z production
 Double diﬀraction
 Double Pomeron exchange
 Multi Pomeron exchange
 Central Exclusive Production (CEP)
 P‐γ physics
 γ-γ physics
